
With the revision of my beginner’s course in the Science of the Seven Rays, I 
contemplated the Ray of the Soul. Why are there diverse manifestations of any one Ray 
expressing through the many souls on that one Ray? As those familiar with this overall 
subject know, a Soul is qualified by one of the seven Divine Rays. The Rays condition 
and create all in existence, seen and unseen, and the Soul is one type or one level of 
expression. Yet, (keeping the consideration to the human kingdom and human Souls) 
there is a range of expression to a group of people along any Ray line, including the ray 
of the Soul. At first glance, the range can appear to be according to the masculine or 
feminine energy within the Ray, for example Love or Wisdom within the Ray of Love-
Wisdom. It is also obvious that Point on the Path, thus maturity of the Soul, is also a 
factor. And subray is another. But this did not adequately explain why there is a wide 
variety of living expression in any group of people along the same Ray line for the Soul. 
(The same could be said for the rays on other vehicles of incarnation.) 

My contemplations led me back to Esoteric Psychology vol. 1 and the section of pages 
63-87 which include the Purpose of Deity, the Ray Lord Names, and the Ray Aphorisms 
for each of the Seven Rays. In the back of my mind, also, were the Blessed One 
statements from EP II. 

The intention of this presentation is to bring forward certain ideas from the Master DK 
regarding the Soul, its Ray, and the largess of the task of expressing the full spectrum 
quality of a Ray. This leads to a greater understanding of the Ray of the Soul and one’s 
responsibility to the Ray Lord as a Soul-cell of manifestation. 

“The work before all students of this Treatise on the Seven Rays is the fusion of quality 
and appearance, and therefore they need to study the nature of that quality in order to 
produce a true appearance.” EPI, pg. 40 

Our consideration is the quality of the Soul Ray and its appearance through the form-life. 
What is the Ray that you, as a Soul incarnate, are expressing in the world? Notice, that I 
did not ask, “What is the Ray of your soul?” There are many wrong ideas contained 
within that question. 

1. It is possessive  - “your soul.” This is error. We do not have a soul, a human being IS a 
Soul. We have dogs and cars. 

2. It is thing-based - “what is the Ray.” This is error.  Rays are livingness, qualities of 
Absolute Beingness pouring through all manifest existence so as to cause absolute 
beingness to be known. 

3. The question seeks a finite, reductive answer to matters that are infinite and wondrous  
in scope. 
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Each of the Seven Rays is a cosmic emanation of universal Being. On that level and 
scale, the source of the Rays is from one about whom naught can be said. The infinite 
potential and potency is beyond all conceptualization. The Rays are wondrous. 

So then, What is the Ray that you, as a Soul incarnate, are expressing in the world? 
Master DK instructs the student to “study the nature of that quality in order to produce a 
true appearance.” All vehicles of incarnate existence can be contemplated with his 
instruction, but we are to study the nature of the quality of the Ray of the Soul so as to 
produce a true appearance of that Ray, not simply a truer appearance of the majestic Soul. 

“The soul is (and here words limit and distort) a unit of light, colored by a particular ray 
vibration; it is a vibrating centre of energy found within the appearance or form of its 
entire ray life.” EP I, pg. 41

A set of personal reflections are within the Master’s words:
• In what ways am I living as a unit of light in my life? 
• Is that light expressing the Ray of the Soul?
• In what ways through my life, am I vibrating the energy of the Ray of the Soul into the 

world? 
• My livingness of the Ray of the Soul is necessary in order for the energy of that Ray to 

be manifest through form (one’s life is form, one’s vibration of Soul energy is 
equivalent to being a vibrating center of that Ray Life,  one is a unit of light - a unit of 
quality of the Ray). 

This type of contemplation reframes the life. One’s life is the incarnation of a Soul who is 
a manifest expression of a Ray Lord and a Ray intention. And one’s life is the way by 
which matter of the vehicles, as well as all the matter that the personality interacts with, 
can be refined by the Soul Ray. The latter is a microcosmic reflection of the first which is 
the macrocosmic relay of pure Ray quality. 

Each Ray is a spectrum of vibration and quality. The Ray spectrums are hinted at through 
the Ray Lord names and the Ray Aphorisms. We will deepen that exploration in the four-
session online course, beginning Aug. 27. But for now, our consideration is that the full 
spectrum of any Ray requires all its manifest presentations to express the quality of the 
source Ray. For the disciple, this idea must shift the reason for one’s being and doing 
away from the personal living of the Soul Ray to the fulfillment of the Soul Ray quality. 
All personal vehicle rays, including the personality ray, must be subordinated to and 
coordinated by the Ray of the Soul. This is significant.
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Doing so is the only way to accomplish the Path, as well as the Laws of the Soul. The 
Path is not primarily the Way of soul-infusion for its own sake. The Soul infuses its 
vehicles with its energy, such that eventually the Ray of the Soul can pervade the entire 
lower man and only the one Ray be seen. Ultimately, the Ray of the Soul is overtaken by 
the monadic Ray, such that again, only one Ray manifests, with all other vehicle rays 
being subsumed into the expressing spectrum of the one Ray quality. 

This is “as above, so below” energetically demonstrating within each incarnating Soul, 
which is why the Master gave us the Ray Lord names and the aphorisms. We are to 
contemplate the particular range of quality that is our divine responsibility to demonstrate 
through life in the form. As we express the Ray quality of the Soul, we automatically 
further the Path, infuse the vehicles and the world. The greatest magnetism from above 
and below is through expressing the particular sub-quality that is indicated by the Ray 
Lord Name. 

We’ll look at two rays as examples. 

The Second Ray Lord of Love-Wisdom

The Displayer of Glory 
The Lord of Eternal Love 
The Cosmic Magnet
The Giver of Wisdom 
The Radiance in the Form is to undo separateness 
The Master Builder
The Conferrer of Names is to recognize the meaning or Life behind the form
The Great Geometrician is to notice interconnectedness at all times
The One Who hides the Life 
The Cosmic Mystery
The Light Bringer is to illumine
The Son of God Incarnate 
The Cosmic Christ

The Seventh Ray Lord of Order
The Unveiled Magician
The Worker in the Magical Art of transformation
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The Creator of the Form system formulations that serve the changing Life aspect
The Bestower of Light from the Second Lord 
The Manipulator of the Wand
The Watcher in the East
The Custodian of the Seventh Plan
The Invoker of Wrath
The Keeper of the Magical Word
The Temple Guardian
The Representative of God
The One Who lifts to Life
The Lord of Death 
The One Who feeds the Sacred Fire
The Whirling Sphere
The Sword of the Initiator
The Divine Alchemical Worker
The Builder of the Square
The Orienting Force
The Fiery Unifier able to synthesize the ingredients so that each is used effectively 
The Key to the Mystery understanding the value of form
The Expression of the Will
The Revealer of Beauty

Incarnate human Souls can interact with every manner of life form on planet Earth, seen 
and unseen. As such, human Souls have a particular role on this planet. You and I are 
those Souls. The Ray Lord names point to a profound spectrum of manifest divinity that 
is yours and mine to actualize. Living the Ray of the Soul means to live as an emanation 
of a Ray Lord. It is to say to oneself that as such and such a Ray Soul, I have the role to 
bring a cosmic Ray into manifest expression through the life that I live. I am a unit of 
Ray light, and a vibrating Ray center of energy within the stream of the Ray Lord of 
which I am a part. This is so on a human scale, a hierarchical scale, a planetary scale, and 
a solar systemic scale. 

The Master DK has asked all disciples on the Path to be relaying points of energy not 
delaying ones. I encourage those who have some Ray background to take the four-session 
online course that begins next week. You can register at SpiritFire.com .
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